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or in Canada French, or in the Union Dutch including Chapter
Afrikaans, is requisite, and good character, and the    	1
power to grant is absolutely discretionary. A grant
may on certain conditions be revoked. Naturalisation
normally gives British status to the wife and may be
extended to include minor children.
British nationality is lost by naturalisation in a
foreign country, though this is impossible during war,
and any person who, though born in the British
dominions or on a British ship, also acquires under
foreign law another nationality on birth, or who
though born out of the British dominions is reckoned
a natural-born British subject, may make, when of full
age, a declaration of alienage and so cease to be a
British subject. Women married to British subjects are
British subjects, those married to aliens, aliens. But
if a man during the marriage changes Ms nationality
from British, his wife may declare her desire to retain
British nationality, and, if her alien husband is a sub-
ject of a state at war with the Crown, she may resume
British nationality. If a naturalised British subject has
his naturalisation revoked, the revocation may in cer-
tain cases be extended to the wife and children. As a
general rule, if the parent of a minor loses British
nationality by declaration of alienage or otherwise
(though not by the marriage of a woman to an alien),
any minor child, if it acquires foreign nationality by
the act of the parent, becomes an alien, but may resume
British nationality within one year after majority.
(2) Like rules of nationality are in force throughout
the Dominions, the terms of the Imperial Act having
been followed by those Dominions which have held it
desirable to make it absolutely clear that the provisions

